
SS Lesson Plan Name: Shanell Williams Unit/Topic: 6:5 Making Economic Decisions Week of: March 21-25 ,2022

Monday: Tuesday: Wednesday: Thursday: Friday:

TEKS/AP Standards: 1.7, 1.8A 1.7, 1.8A 1.7, 1.8A 1.7, 1.8A
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markets in the
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wanting more than
they can have
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Bellwork

Learning Activity: Go Over Notes
with Class. Begin
Economics
Market Place
Group Project
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Key Vocabulary: Goods, Scarcity,
needs,
market,Services
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Guided/Independent
Practice: Students will learn

the role of the
market place and
what happens when
people try to buy
more than they can
afford and making
choices between
wants and needs
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Lesson Closure: Vocabulary Review Vocabulary Review Vocabulary Review Vocabulary Review



Assessment-Formative,
Summative/Exit Ticket: What is a market? What is a market? What is a market? What is a market?

Key Questions During Lesson:

What causes scarcity?

What influences the economic choices families have to make?

What happens when families want more than they can afford?

Families make important economic choices about what goods and services to purchase, how much they are willing to pay for a good or service, when to make a purchase
of a good or service, and whether or not to use credit or savings to make a purchase. ● Families’ economic choices are influenced by the price of goods and services, the
amount of income/ savings a family has to make purchases, the availability of the goods and services, and the opportunity cost.

Notes: Market – a location where buyers and sellers exchange goods and services, examples include stores, auctions, websites. Markets are
important because they provide a way for people to buy and/or sell goods and services. Faster communication such as with a telephone or via the
Internet facilitates access to markets. Concept of scarcity – there is never enough goods/ services to fulfill the wants of everyone. People have
unlimited demands for energy sources, yet nonrenewable resources are limited

Scarcity creates a condition in which people must make choices. Economists study about the choices made by people to provide for their needs and wants. ● Choices are
affected by a variety of conditions including, price, availability of a resource, opportunity cost ● Opportunity costs – a cost associated with making a choice, or what good
or service was given up in order to make a purchase of a particular good or service (ie. buying popcorn at the movies meant giving up buying candy)


